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Market at a Glance
�� MLS® sales in St. Thomas along with row homes in the City of London will 

perform well by virtue of their affordability.

�� Starts will be slower on less high-rise activity although row home starts will 
post gains.

�� Growth of export-related manufacturing positions and gains in the service 
sector will be the source of job growth through 2013. 
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Source: CREA (MLS®), CMHC forecast. Note: Sales are seasonally adjusted and are multiplied by 4 to show an 
annual rate. Prices are seasonally adjusted. MLS® is a registered trademark of the Canadian Real Estate 
Association (CREA).

Figure 1

The forecasts included in this document are based on information available as of April 26, 2013.
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Resale Market

Opposites attract: high-
end sales and more 
affordable options 
expected to do well.
MLS® sales are forecast to total 8,025 
in 2013. As expected, 2013 started 
out slowly with a soft first quarter 
although London fared slightly better 
than did Ontario on average. Sales 
will gradually improve through the 
year with stronger activity coming 
in the third and fourth quarter as a 
result of increased confidence in the 
marketplace due to employment gains 
in export related sectors in the latter 
half of 2013 which will slow out-
migration of 25-44 year-olds.

Price growth in 2013 will be slower 
than in 2012 as a market in balance 
will limit supply and demand 
driven price pressure. However, 
compositional effects1 will continue to 
affect prices throughout the year. The 
forecast includes this consideration 
although upside price risk exists 
should high-end sales continue to 
drive transactions through the year.

MLS® sales in St. Thomas posted 
strong growth through the first 
part of the year. With the average 
single-detached home in St. Thomas 
selling at a 30 per cent price discount 
compared to the City of London, 
it will continue to be an attractive 
option for price-sensitive consumers 
through 2013, a year where average 
wage gains will not be as strong as in 
2012. Row home sales in London East 
also posted growth in the first quarter. 
Over 50 per cent of households in 
London are one and two person 

households. The pace of formation of 
these smaller households is expected 
to increase through 2013 leading to 
strong performance for row home 
sales as they are an attractively priced 
option and are appropriately sized for 
smaller households.

On average, affordability will remain 
strong as incomes grow at a slightly 
faster pace than the average MLS® 
price.  Although London is classified 
as an affordable market, homes in the 
lower price ranges of MLS® sales will 
continue to do well for the above 
noted reasons. 

New Home Market

Apartment starts to slow 
although row home starts 
will gain momentum
Starts in 2013 will be slower than 
2012, largely on account of fewer 
apartment starts as compared to 

2012. Single-detached home starts will 
slow through 2013 as some potential 
homebuyers will sit on the sidelines 
for the time being to see how 
employment and wage growth unfold.  
Longer-term demographic trends 
leading to the formation of more 
small households will gradually lead 
to increased interest in higher-density 
forms of housing. That being said, 
single-detached homes continue to be 
the favoured housing type in London 
for the foreseeable future. The average 
new single-detached home price will 
continue to increase through 2013. 
Total starts in 2014 will be higher than 
the 2013 result as employment and 
confidence in the local economy and 
marketplace continue to improve.

Strong apartment start activity in 
the CMA during 2012 will lead to 
fewer apartment starts through 
2013. The majority of units started in 
2012 are still under construction. As 
some of these units are completed 
through 2013, the increased supply of 

1  Compositional effects are changes in the average as a result of changes to the proportional number of homes sold at 
given price points (e.g., proportionally more sales of higher-priced homes pulls up the average price). Compositional 
effects do not reflect general trends in the housing market.
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units, both rental and condominium, 
will temporarily slow apartment 
start activity as the units are filled, 
however, many projects are in the 
pipeline indicating that developers are 
confident about longer-term demand 
for high-rise apartments in London. 
Overall vacancy rates will decline 
as youth employment improves and 
demographic factors continue to 
be supportive of high-density starts. 
Condominium units have become 
an important part of the apartment 
market and will continue to be in the 
future.

Row home starts will post moderate 
growth. Going forward, row homes fit 
a number of criteria that will increase 
their popularity. Row homes are 
affordable, appropriately sized and 
manageable for smaller households 
and the smaller footprint requirement 
per unit enables infill development 
in close proximity to amenities. The 
increase in row home activity will be 
gradual as row homes gain market 
acceptance and grow in terms of their 
proportion of starts.

Local Economy

Closer to home, 
employment gains will 
help 25-44 year olds stay in 
London
Job gains in 2013 in London will 
primarily occur in export dependent 
manufacturing and the service sector. 
Economic growth in the United States 
will translate into increased demand 
for goods manufactured in South-
western Ontario. Although some slack 
remains in London’s manufacturing 
sector, increased demand will absorb 
this excess capacity. Improved 
employment prospects in the 

manufacturing sector will temper 
out-migration of 25-44 year olds 
who would have otherwise sought 
employment opportunities in western 
Canada.  Immigration will continue 
to be a primary source of population 
growth in London through 2013 
and 2014. Immigration to Ontario 
is forecast to grow moderately in 
both 2013 and 2014, immigration to 
London tends to follow the same 

directional pattern as Ontario as a 
whole so London can be expected to 
welcome a few more immigrants than 
in 2012.

Jobs gained through 2012 in higher-
wage forms of employment such 
as in the professional, scientific and 
technical sector are expected to hold 
through 2013 with further potential 
for growth. This is particularly true 
for the burgeoning IT sector that 
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experienced a rough patch but has 
recovered and is looking to grow. The 
IT sector is also reliant on the United 
States and is experiencing some issues 
related to the availability of specific 
skills to meet growth opportunities. 
Such high-wage employment will 
support higher-end sales through 
2013.

The unemployment rate in London 
is often the focus to discussions 
related to the local economy. The 
unemployment rate is the ratio of 
those unemployed to those employed 
or actively seeking work. The ratio 
will decline slightly through 2013 and 
2014 due to job creation. However, 
the labour force participation rate 
(those working or actively seeking 
employment relative to the population 
15 years and over) is close to the 
lower post-recession levels which 
indicates that there are a substantial 
number of people who are not 
actively seeking employment. Should 
a greater proportion of those 

individuals re-enter the labour force 
than expected, improvements to the 
unemployment rate will be dampened.

Mortgage Rate 
Outlook

Mortgage rates to see 
modest and gradual 
increases, but will remain 
low
In line with the consensus among 
private-sector forecasters, increases in 
the Target Overnight Rate by the Bank 
of Canada are not anticipated before 
mid-2014, later than anticipated at 
the time of the 2013 First Quarter 
Housing Market Outlook. This 
reflects the downward revisions in 
GDP forecasts since the publication 
of the First Quarter Housing 
Market Outlook, particularly the 
expectations of a slower economy in 
2013. The expected delay in interest 
rate increases will continue to be 

supportive of housing market activity 
over the forecast horizon.

According to CMHC’s base case 
scenario for 2013, the one-year 
mortgage rate is forecast to be within 
3.00 per cent to 3.25 per cent with 
an average of 3.13 per cent, while 
the five-year posted mortgage rate is 
anticipated to be within 5.00 per cent 
to 5.50 per cent with an average of 
5.28 per cent. For 2014, the one-year 
posted mortgage rate is expected to 
rise and be in the 3.25 per cent to 
3.75 per cent range with an average 
of 3.42, while the five-year posted 
mortgage rate is forecast to be within 
5.25 per cent to 5.75 per cent with an 
average of 5.53 per cent, consistent 
with higher economic growth 
prospects in 2014.
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Forecast Summary
London CMA
Spring 2013

2010 2011 2012 2013f % chg 2014f % chg

New Home Market
Starts:
   Single-Detached 1,461 1,176 1,234 1,170 -5.2 1,245 6.4
   Multiples 618 572 1,006 780 -22.5 815 4.5
      Semi-Detached 20 12 38 25 -34.2 25 0.0
      Row/Townhouse 163 177 179 200 11.7 215 7.5
      Apartments 435 383 789 555 -29.7 575 3.6
   Starts - Total 2,079 1,748 2,240 1,950 -12.9 2,060 5.6

Average Price ($):
   Single-Detached 347,634 347,430 357,513 364,000 1.8 369,000 1.4

Median Price ($):
   Single-Detached 320,000 325,000 329,000 332,500 1.1 335,000 0.8

New Housing Price Index (% chg.) 2.7 0.4 1.3 1.5 - 1.7 -

Resale Market
MLS® Sales 8,389 8,272 8,272 8,025 -3.0 8,165 1.7

MLS® New Listings 16,171 16,947 16,160 15,775 -2.4 16,000 1.4

MLS® Average Price ($) 228,114 233,731 241,160 243,900 1.1 246,800 1.2

Rental Market
October Vacanc Rate (%) 5 0 3 8 3 9 3 5 0 4 3 2 0 3October Vacancy Rate (%) 5.0 3.8 3.9 3.5 -0.4 3.2 -0.3
Two-bedroom Average Rent (October) ($) 869 881 919 930 - 947 -

Economic Overview
Mortgage Rate (1 year) (%) 3.49 3.52 3.17 3.00 - 3.25 - 3.25 - 3.75 -
Mortgage Rate (5 year) (%) 5.61 5.37 5.27 5.00 - 5.50 - 5.25 - 5.75 -
Annual Employment Level 244,900 242,900 247,800 252,000 1.7 255,000 1.2
Employment Growth (%) 0.9 -0.8 2.0 1.6 - 1.2 -
Unemployment rate (%) 8.6 9.0 8.6 8.5 - 8.4 -
Net Migration 2,847 2,637 2,598 2,650 2.0 2,725 2.8

MLS® is a registered trademark of the Canadian Real Estate Association (CREA).

Source: CMHC (Starts and Completions Survey, Market Absorption Survey), adapted from Statistics Canada (CANSIM), 
London & St. Thomas Association of Realtors (LSTAR)®, Statistics Canada (CANSIM)
NOTE: Rental universe = Privately initiated rental apartment structures of three units and over
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CMHC—Home to Canadians 

Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) has been Canada's national housing agency for more than 65 years. 
 
Together with other housing stakeholders, we help ensure that the Canadian housing system remains one of the best in the 
world. We are committed to helping Canadians access a wide choice of quality, environmentally sustainable and affordable 
housing solutions that will continue to create vibrant and healthy communities and cities across the country. 
 
For more information, visit our website at www.cmhc.ca or follow us on Twitter, YouTube and Flickr. 
 
You can also reach us by phone at 1-800-668-2642 or by fax at 1-800-245-9274.  
Outside Canada call 613-748-2003 or fax to 613-748-2016. 
 

Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation supports the Government of Canada policy on access to information for people 
with disabilities. If you wish to obtain this publication in alternative formats, call 1-800-668-2642. 

The Market Analysis Centre’s (MAC) electronic suite of national standardized products is available for free on CMHC’s 
website. You can view, print, download or subscribe to future editions and get market information e-mailed automatically to 
you the same day it is released. It’s quick and convenient! Go to www.cmhc.ca/housingmarketinformation  

For more information on MAC and the wealth of housing market information available to you, visit us today at 
www.cmhc.ca/housingmarketinformation 

To subscribe to priced, printed editions of MAC publications, call 1-800-668-2642. 

©2013 Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation. All rights reserved. CMHC grants reasonable rights of use of this publication’s 
content solely for personal, corporate or public policy research, and educational purposes. This permission consists of the 
right to use the content for general reference purposes in written analyses and in the reporting of results, conclusions, and 
forecasts including the citation of limited amounts of supporting data extracted from this publication. Reasonable and limited 
rights of use are also permitted in commercial publications subject to the above criteria, and CMHC’s right to request that 
such use be discontinued for any reason. 

Any use of the publication’s content must include the source of the information, including statistical data, acknowledged as follows:  

Source: CMHC (or “Adapted from CMHC,” if appropriate), name of product, year and date of publication issue.  

Other than as outlined above, the content of the publication cannot be reproduced or transmitted to any person or, if acquired  
by an organization, to users outside the organization. Placing the publication, in whole or part, on a website accessible to the 
public or on any website accessible to persons not directly employed by the organization is not permitted.  To use the 
content of any CMHC Market Analysis publication for any purpose other than the general reference purposes set out above 
or to request permission to reproduce large portions of, or entire CMHC Market Analysis publications, please contact: the  
Canadian Housing Information Centre (CHIC) at chic@cmhc.ca; 613-748-2367 or 1-800-668-2642. 

For permission, please provide CHIC with the following information:  
Publication’s name, year and date of issue. 

Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, no portion of the content may be translated from English or French into any 
other language without the prior written permission of Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation. 

The information, analyses and opinions contained in this publication are based on various sources believed to be reliable, 
but their accuracy cannot be guaranteed. The information, analyses and opinions shall not be taken as representations for 
which Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation or any of its employees shall incur responsibility. 

 

https://twitter.com/CMHC_ca
http://www.youtube.com/CMHCca
http://www.flickr.com/photos/cmhc-schl/


On June 1, 2012, 
CMHC’s Market Analysis 
Centre turned 25!

CMHC’s Market Analysis Centre 
has a strong history as the 
Canadian housing industry’s 
“go-to” resource for the most 
reliable, impartial and up-to-date 
housing market data analysis and 
forecasts, in the country.

FREE REPORTS AVAILABLE ON-LINE

n Canadian Housing Statistics

n Housing Information Monthly

n Housing Market Outlook, Canada

n Housing Market Outlook, Highlight Reports – Canada and Regional    

n Housing Market Outlook, Major Centres

n Housing Market Tables: Selected South Central Ontario Centres

n Housing Now, Canada

n Housing Now, Major Centres

n Housing Now, Regional

n Monthly Housing Statistics

n Northern Housing Outlook Report   

n Preliminary Housing Start Data 

n Rental Market Provincial Highlight Reports  

n Rental Market Reports, Major Centres

n Rental Market Statistics  

n Residential Construction Digest, Prairie Centres

n Seniors’ Housing Reports           

Get the market intelligence you need today!
Click www.cmhc.ca/housingmarketinformation 
to view, download or subscribe.

Housing market  
intelligence  
you can count on

CMHC’s Market Analysis Centre 
e-reports provide a wealth of 
detailed local, provincial, regional 
and national market information.

 Forecasts and Analysis – 
Future-oriented information 
about local, regional and 
national housing trends.

 Statistics and Data – 
Information on current 
housing market activities –  
starts, rents, vacancy rates 
and much more. 

Affordable Housing Web Forums
CMHC’s Affordable Housing Web Forums are distance-learning seminars  
that bring interested participants and industry experts together using  
phone and web technology. You can participate, listen, see and learn  
without the expense of travelling. 
Register on-line!  

www.cmhc.ca/ahc
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https://www03.cmhc-schl.gc.ca/b2c/b2c/init.do?language=en&z_category=0/0000000055
http://www.cmhc.ca/od/?pid=61504
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https://www03.cmhc-schl.gc.ca/b2c/b2c/init.do?language=en&z_category=0/0000000079
https://www03.cmhc-schl.gc.ca/catalog/productDetail.cfm?cat=124&itm=1&lang=en&fr=1295529160963
http://www03.cmhc-schl.gc.ca/b2c/b2c/init.do?language=en&z_category=0000000112
https://www03.cmhc-schl.gc.ca/b2c/b2c/init.do?language=en&z_category=0/0000000160
www.cmhc.ca/housingmarketinformation
http://www.cmhc.ca/ahc
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